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Strohmayer & Watts (2006) 

Final goal of our study is to explain these observed evidences theoretically.	


©NASA 
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•  Ideal MHD approximation	

      Electric fields are zero for comoving observer.	

•  The stellar deformation due to the magnetic fields are neglect.	


–  Magnetic energy / gravitational energy ~ 10-4 (B/1016[G])2	


–  Equilibrium configuration : static spherically symmetric	

•  Axisymmetric poloidal magnetic fields	


•  Linearizing the equation of motion and Maxwell equations	

–  Cowling approximation (                 )	
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•  QPOs of SGRs are due to the crust torsional oscillations ??	

–  In Newtonian; Hansen & Cioffi (1980), McDermott et al. (1998),���

                        Carroll et al. (1986), Storhmayer (1991), …	

      the case without magnetic fields	


     "
–  In GR; Schumaker & Thone (1983), Leins (1994), ���

            Samuelsson & Andersson (2006), Sotani, Kokkotas & Stergioulas(2007)	

•  This attempt might be partially successful.	

-  The stellar models with stiff EOS and massive star are favored. 	

-  However, it is found the difficulty to explain all observed frequencies of QPOs.	

-  Explanation for lower frequencies could be impossible with only using the crust 

torsional oscillations.  	

  Observed frequencies in SGR 1806-20; 18, 26, and 30Hz	

  The interval of observed frequencies is much smaller than that expected by the 

torsional oscillation with different values of l. 	
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Gabler et al. (2010)	


€ 

B ≈ 4 ×1014 G
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•  The axial oscillations are coupled with the polar ones even for non-rotating 
magnetars.	


–  As a first step, we consider the only axial type oscillations.	

•  We find that…	

-  non-axisymmetric axial Alfven oscillations are discrete oscillations.	

-  It could be excited that the both crust and Alfven oscillations ?? 	


-  Those frequencies are smaller than that of axisymmetric axial type Alfven 
oscillations.	

-  Axisymmetric case; minimum frequency is around 15 Hz for B=4×1015G	

-  Non-axisymmetric case; f22=7.7 and f42=14.4Hz for B=4×1015G	


•  This type of oscillations could be important to explain theoretically the 
observed evidence of QPOs in the SGR	

-  To fit the possible stellar model with the observations ���

in SGRs, it is necessary to produce more oscillation���
frequencies with different value of (l,m) for the stellar���
models constructed with different EOSs.	
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•  QPOs are found in the SGRs.	

•  As well as crust torsional oscillations, the axial Alfven oscillations might be 

partially successful to explain the observed frequencies, still those are 
impossible to explain the all.	


•  In more realistic stellar model, in which the coupling between the core and 
crust region will be considered, the axisymmetric torsional oscillations 
become crust type or Alfven type of oscillations.	

-  One needs to consider another type of oscillations.	


•  Non-axisymmetric, axial type Alfven oscillations becomes discrete spectrum.	

•  The typical frequencies of this type of oscillations become smaller than those 

for the axisymmetric torsional oscillations.	

•   Non-axisymmetric oscillations could be important to explain the observed 

evidences. 	
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•  Dependence of the toroidal magnetic field on the oscillation frequency ??	

•  Introducing the effect of crust region.	

•  Coupling between the axial and polar oscillations.	
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Thanks for your attentions 


